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THE NEXT STEP

Most people think a floor is just something to walk on - think again!
Often the first thing people notice when visiting your premises, floors are valuable assets that frequently
define who you are and what you represent and as such are a vitally important investment for
companies and institutions both large and small.
So how do we make the most of such a valuable asset?
Traffik is an innovative new concept in floor care offering a range of solutions that help to both
maintain and replace problem flooring at a fraction of the price associated with complete renewal. We
give old floors new surfaces, new colour and new branding without the need for replacement – we turn
unsafe surfaces into safer, British Standard compliant floors and provide cost effective anti-mark and
even anti-static solutions.
The most important thing we do is make your existing floors last longer – saving the cost of
replacement, helping protect your environment and because there is minimal disruption, saving your
downtime costs as well!
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Unique ways to make significant savings – making floors last longer
Traffik can transform old floors with a brand new long lasting surface in an unlimited range of colours, designs and
finishes. Any existing hard floor can be resurfaced with a stain resistant, HSE wet and dry slip compliant and even
fulfill DIN EN 61340-5-1 for an ESD accredited floor.
Soft flooring can be restored and then maintained using Traffik’ Green Seal Approved Dry Extraction Systems,
helping you to deliver on Cradle to Cradle goals by extending your carpets useful life by many years if not decades.
We also offer a wide range of retro-fit solutions for hard flooring including resilient, resin, tile and stone that avoid
the need for replacement and can even rectify problem new floors which have damage or slip issues. Surfaces no
longer need stripping and sealing; they are made as easy to maintain as any top specification floor and at a fraction
of the cost of replacement, with savings of up to 60%.
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Education
product
PU Design
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sector
Museum
product
PU Sealer
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Bespoke floor design
Traffik can turn your old worn out floors into stunning new “Works of Art”
that will totally transform the image of your business. Using a revolutionary
PU Design system, we can work on top of most resilient surfaces such as
vinyl, linoleum, rubber, smooth concrete, ceramic and quarry tiles, resin
and wood, to create amazing results - all without the need to lift and
replace your old floors.
With limitless colour options, coloured flecks, printed foils and even
bespoke graphic elements, we can create flooring that is as unique and as
individual as you are at a fraction of the cost of conventional replacement
flooring systems.

sector
Hospitality
product
PU Design
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Sustainability
…cleaning 5000 square metres of carpet using the
Traffik dry cleaning system, saves over 170,000
gallons of water over a typical carpets life…
Reducing the impact of your company on
the environment is our priority.
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sector
Local Authority
product
PU Design

We all need to protect the environment and the
services Traffik provide have been specifically
designed to minimise the impact your company
has on the environment. This means we avoid the
use of landfill sites, use water based PU systems
and ‘dry’ rather than water extraction carpet
cleaning.
All the systems and technologies we offer are
designed to meet the highest standards set out in
the Environmental Protection Act.
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Anti-stain and ESD compliant surfaces
Specialist coatings…
Traffik’s anti-colour system ensures that, stains and damaging marks from tyres, iodine, bleach and other materials
that can cause permanent marking, are eliminated. The clear coat system is quick to apply, simple to maintain
and is long lasting – ideally suited to applications such as car dealerships, dental surgeries, hairdressing salons and
operating theatres.
Our clear anti-static ESD compliant system is available in two forms; one for fully earthed floors and one for floors
that require electrostatic dissipation. Both achieving DIN Standard Accreditation.
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sector
Automotive
product
PU Anticolour
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Medical
product
PU Colour
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Vinyl & lino
Instead of removing and replacing, the Traffik system allows you to refurbish old vinyl and lino flooring in
any colour or design - with the potential to save up to 60% on the cost of replacement.
By sealing existing floors with a new surface, we can create unique bespoke floor designs that fully
comply with Health & Safety Executive/British Standard slip guidelines and also achieve European DIN
Standard Accreditation for ESD and fully conductive floors
Less disruption, less cost - all with no impact on the environment!
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Medical
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PU Design
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Anti-slip
Traffik is retained by many of the country’s’ leading
Retailers, Leisure and Hotel operators to help deal with
floor slip issues.
Working before, during or after installation, we can
advise on the suitability of your chosen floor surface
and through Pendulum Testing to BS7976 determine
whether your floor meets HSE slip resistance guidelines.
With a wide range of anti slip solutions, including
exclusivity for world leaders No Skidding for the UK &
Ireland, we can provide solutions for all types of floor
surfaces.
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sector
Leisure
product
Anti-slip
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sector
Commercial
product
Anti-slip

No matter if it’s wet or dry or what surface or finish
your floor has - you won’t slip up with Traffik!
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Carpet Care
“…cleaning carpets using the Traffik dry extraction cleaning system, saves over 170,000
gallons of water over a typical carpet’s life…”
Dry carpet maintenance concentrates on the areas of your soft flooring that need most
attention - areas of heavy footfall.
On a programmed schedule, Traffik’s carpet maintenance service removes damaging dry soil
to HEPA standards, using the Green Seal Approved System that has been developed over the
past 20 years - a system that is not only cost effective but also kind to the environment.
The end result? - Carpet that is not only clean but ready for use immediately or even during
the process - so no disruption or downtime on valuable floor space.
1 sector

Hospitality
product
Dry Carpet Cleaning
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Stone and Tiles
As one of the country’s leading specialists in stone surface repair, restoration, protection, anti slip and diamond
polishing, the Traffik Team are used by many top flight stone & tile importers to offer expert advice on all matters
associated with optimising the performance, safety and appearance of stone surfaces.
Concrete
Traffik is also a leading authority in sealing, upgrading and protection of concrete floor surfaces, including anti slip
treatments, clear PU seals and specialist coatings to deliver compliance with British and European Standards.
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Leisure
product
Anti-slip
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sector
Retail
product
Impregnating Seal
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What we do and what we do on.
Services

Surfaces

Redesign

Carpet

Plus, we also
Agglomerate Stone

Recolour

Seagrass,Sisal, Coir

Concrete

Refurbishment

Ceramic

Protection

ESD & Fully Earthed
Flooring

Anti-slip

Linoleum

Wood

Polishing

Vinyl

Restoration

Rubber

Maintenance

Natural Stone

Porcelain

Supply of in-house
equipment packages
Training for in-house
personnel
Pendulum Testing to
BS7976
Anti Static Floor
Conformance Testing

Traffik UK Limited, Specialist Floor Care and Recoating Systems.
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